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Sosnová is ready and includes new jumps

Press Release no. 20
Mladá Boleslav, 8th July 2012

One of the most attractive places along the track of the 39th Rally Bohemia can be 
found in Sosnová in Česká Lípa.

The Global Assistance Racing Arena in Sosnová near Česká Lípa is now ready for the 
invitation of participants of the 39th Rally Bohemia. They will start off here towards ninth 
special stage taking place on Saturday 14th July at 17:34. After this moment the competition 
will lean over to its second half. After the end of this spectators’ SS all competitive cars will 
move back to the Service Park in Hoškovice.

What are the attractions the spectators in Sosnová can look forward to? Most of all it is 
once again the modified track. The organizers had received the positive feedback from both 
spectators and competing crews last year already. The organizers have prepared on the 
tarmac and gravel circle track a new attractive parallel jump this year situated right on the 
straight passage just in front of eyes of spectators watching from dedans. There are plenty 
of very attractive turns, which are all literally viewable from the main and side dedans.

The visit of the special stage in Sosnová is worthwhile. You can park your car comfortably in 
near car park, have plenty of stalls with refreshments, buy souvenirs and mainly watch the 
whole starting field of competitive cars. The Historic Show field will race its last special stage 
right after the main field. In this show the legendary competitive cars and rally drivers will 
show themselves there such as Harald Demuth in Audi and the Scottish champion and the 
owner of famous name Jimmy McRae. During the Historic Show you will see the whole fleet 
of various Škoda competitive cars charting very nicely the successful tradition of this brand 
participating in rally events. In the Global Assistance Racing Arena in Sosnová you can take 
the advantage of one dedans for standing spectators, but also roofed dedans for sitting.

There is the Rally Bohemia eShop available on the website at www.rallybohemia.cz, where 
you can buy the VIP ticket just for the visit of the special stage in Sosnová. Using this ticket 
among many things, such as free drive-in, press material of the competition and place in VIP 
dedans, you can enjoy yourself having unlimited amount of various meals ready for you and 
served in air-conditioned background of the arena. There are also basic tickets available for 
you in the price range from 100 to 350 CZK, which will allow you to enter the roofed dedans. 
These can be purchased right at the entrance, but also in the TICKETSTREAM network 
including the travel agencies ČEDOK, FIRO-tour, the bookstore KANZELSBERGER, and 
the store network BONTONLAND, www.ticketstream.cz, email: info@ticketstream.cz.
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The traditional general partner of the Rally Bohemia is the Škoda Auto car factory, which 
provides a representative background and makes it possible for the Motorsport Team to start 
in their Škoda Fabia S2000 cars.

More information about the 39th Rally Bohemia can be found at www.rallybohemia.cz.
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